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MEMBERS' COMMENTS ON PREVIOUS ARTICLES 

Perfin 'Arms Type'  Des.0160.01   Bulletin 274/20; 275/6. 

JOHN NELSON writes:- "This perfin has fascinated me ever since  
Keith Rymer-Young sent me a tracing of it twenty or so years ago.  
The problem was to sort out what the design was supposed to be and  
I always suspected that it was some kind of deer with antlers but  
with a few pins missing somewhere at the bottom. 

"At last Bob Schwerdt has come up with the brilliant suggestion  
that it might be a pair of crossed fancy "F's" and I think I can  
not only confirm this but also provide an almost certain identity. 

"I have an 1891 trade directory which includes Dublin and after a  
short search have found in it a firm which used as their trademark  
a design comprised of crossed "F's" as in the tracing shown on the  
New Identities page N.I Pg. 11 in this issue of the Bulletin. 

"The user of the trademark was FRANCIS FALKNER, Whiskey and Wine 
Merchant, 83 Grafton Street and 36 Dawson Street, Dublin and also  
at 2 Charing Cross Road, London SW." 

*    *    *    * 

Perfins "RA" and "R/A"  Bulletin 275 Pg.24. 

JOHN NELSON makes the following comments:- "The difficulty here is 
that Philips is a Dutch company and its British subsidiaries  
are not listed in the Stock Exchange Official Year Book.       

"What the letters 'RA' refer to I have no idea but the name of the  
British company, originally Philips Lamps Limited, was changed to 
Philips Electrical Limited at some time between 1933 and 1949. It  
would appear that their present full name is Philips Electronic  
and Associated Industries Limited. The spelling Phillips  
(where used) is incorrect. 

"Mullard Limited, London Carriers Limited (the address should read 
WADDON) and Philips Mitcham Works Limited are, or were, certainly 
subsidiaries of the main company. I cannot be totally sure about  
Stella Kadio but they probably were as their premises were next to  
those of London Carriers in Shaftesbury Avenue. I can find no  
record at all of Combined (or Amalgamated) Electrical (or Elec- 
tronic) Services but they could well have been part of Philips at  
some time or other." 
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(Ed:- can any members from the Netherlands suggest an identity for  
"RA", as Philips is a Dutch concern?) 

STEPHEN STEERE has looked in the Sloper Record Books and has found 
the following references - all for die RA - R0020.01. 

Amalgamated Electrical Services, Waddon Factory Estate, Croydon.  
Found in Book 2 - the oldest - and in A-K ledger.  

Combined Electronic Services Ltd. 
In Book 1 - the latest - no address. However in the late 1970's  
I (Stephen) went to them in Purley Way, Croydon. They were the  
service agents for Philips products. 

Mitcham Works Ltd, Mitcham Junction, Surrey. Later moved to  
Commerce Way, Purley Way, Croydon, Surrey.  
In Book 2 and L-Z ledger, refers to Philips Electrical Ltd.  

Philips Electrical Limited, Century House, Shaftesbury Ave, WC2  
and Cashiers Dept, City House, 420/430 London Road, Croydon.  
In the Red Accounts Book. 

Philips Lamps Limited,  shows in brackets. Philips Electrical Co.,  
Century House, Shaftesbury Avenue, London WC2, branch in Croydon.  
In L-Z ledger. 
There is no other die or other related companies in the records. 

*    *    *    * 

"CURRIE" Perfin Numerous Bulletins-latest- 274/14; 275/5. 

From STEPHEN STEERE:- "An extra snippet on the Currie Perfin. I  
have just picked up a cover dated SP-7-1887, cancel Scottish  
Duplex 166, Grangetown, die C7980.03. The address on the back is 
REVACK LODGE.  It's again addressed to Captain Wisely in London". 

IAN BURNS has sent the following article which he found in  
the DUNDEE COURIER for 16th February 1995. 

CURRIE LINE WEIGHS ANCHOR 

Currie Line, one of Scotland's oldest and largest shipping, ware- 
housing and haulage companies, has been acquired in a management  
buy-out from parent Anchor Line. 

Currie Line was incorporated in the 1790's as the Hull and Leith  
Shipping Company and changed to its present name in 1940. Anchor  
Line acquired the company in 1968 and was in turn acquired by the 
Swedish company AVENA in 1990. 




